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ABSTRACT

some of the major problems in objective quality
assessment of speech coding systems or in test�
ing other adaptive speech transmission systems are
the speaker dependence� reproducibility� and the
comparability of the measurement results� if nat�
ural speech is used as the test signal� This prob�
lem can be avoided by using suitable speech�model
processes�
In this paper� we present a wide�band speech�
model process� which includes the same long� and
short�time characteristics as natural speech� The
controlling part of the generator of this process
involves several trained Markov chains �mc� to
adapt the time�varying properties of the process
to those of natural speech� Furthermore� special
care is taken of the necessary probabilty density
function �PDF� asymmetries� because the natural
wide�band speech has an asymmetric PDF�

�� INTRODUCTION AND

BACKGROUND

Up to now� the common methods for quality as�
sessment of coded speech signals are based on
highly standardized human listening tests� Be�
cause of several shortcomings �e�g� listener depen�
dences� of this subjective method� many objective
measures have been proposed and investigated in
the past� Most of these approaches use natural
speech as the test signal� Therefore� the results
of these measures depend on the speech material
used� To avoid this problem� a speech�model pro�
cess is necessary� which includes the same charac�
teristics as natural speech� Similar thoughts apply
to test of other adaptive systems like� e�g�� echo
canceller�

This paper contains a brief description of our
speech�model process MSMP �Markov Speech�
Model Process� proposed as a test signal for
wide�band �
��kHz� speech�processing applica�
tions� This process is an extension of our known
model for the narrow�band case ��

���

Hz��
termed MSIRP �Markov Spherically Invariant
Random Process����� TheMSIRP itself is an exten�
sion of Brehm�s concept �	� to generate a narrow�
band speech�model process� The contour lines of
the bivariate probability�density function �PDF�
of telephone speech are nearly of ellipsoidal or
circular types ���� This property was the motiva�
tion to model the telephone speech as a nearly
spherically invariant random process �NSIRP��
NSIRP included the same long�term properties
as natural telephone speech� especially concern�
ing its bivariate PDF� But this concept did not
include any time�variant part� As an improvement
of this concept� we proposed a modi�ed NSIRP
which also obtained some short�time properties
of natural telephone speech like varying pitch
and formant structures� Those modi�cations in�
volved trained Markov chains to control the time�
variant characteristics of the resulting process� But
there were� on the one hand� some deviations be�
tween the long�time spectrum and the spectrum
of the signal envelope of the MSIRP and those
of natural telephone speech� and� on the other
hand� MSIRP was limited to telephone�band sig�
nals� Threrefore� it could not be used for wide�
band speech�processing applications� The concept
of NSIRP and MSIRP used the special character�
istics of narrow�band speech� which are di�erent
from those of wide�band speech� namely� a sym�
metric PDF and nearly spherical invariance� In
order to obtain a process modelling wide�band



speech appropriately� thorough modi�cations were
necessary�
The modi�cations can be divided into 	 parts� The
�rst part deals with the extension of the test sig�
nal for wide�band applications and the adaptation
of its PDF to that of natural speech� The second
part involves improvements of the long�term prop�
erties of our process� due to these improvements�
the spectra of the signal and the signal envelope
of MSMP now very closely approximate those of
natural speech�
This paper is organized as follows� In section 	�
a brief description of the generation procedure of
MSMP will be given� In part �� we present some
measurement results and comparisons with natu�
ral wide�band speech� We conclude with some re�
marks in section ��

�� GENERATION PROCEDURE OF

MSMP

The generation procedure of MSMP is depicted
in the block diagram of Figure �� The MSMP is
constructed as the product of a Gaussian process
��t� and of a process ��t�� This concept renders
it possible to adjust the PDF� which is controlled
in the upper branch� and the autocorrelation
of the resulting process �controlled in the lower
part� separately� The trained Markov chains
form the main part of the controlling system�
They are responsible for time�varying properties�
The �HMM�pitch� represents a hidden�Markov
model �HMM�� �mc�formant� is a generalized
mc� and �HMM�energy� incorporates a HMM�
Also �mc�formant� works as the hidden part of
�HMM�energy��

The decision� whether a frame of �
 ms duration is
voiced �v� or unvoiced �uv�� is carried out by the
�HMM�pitch�� which is responsible for the pitch
value in this frame� It has to be mentioned that
an earlier version of MSMP involved only a sim�
ple Markov chain of �rst order to control the pitch
variation� This mc was trained such that only the
transition probability of the pitch values of MSMP
was adapted to that of natural speech� But it did
not consider the duration of the voiced or unvoiced
regions and the relationship between them� In�
deed� this earlier version of MSMP produced more
switches between such regions than natural speech
contains� To avoid this drawback� we substitute

this mc with a HMM� The hidden part of this
HMM is trained with respect to the duration of
the di�erent regions�
The formant �lters are speci�ed by a set of �


lattice �lters �H� � � �H���� of ��th order� The co�
e�cients of these �lters are obtained from a code�
book� which was designed by an algorithm de�
scribed in ���� Depending on the decision of the
�HMM�pitch�� �mc�formant� chooses one of these
�lters and the �HMM�energy� speci�es a suitable
gain�term� The pitch frequency can be varied by
changing the parameters of the comb �lter ob�
tained from �HMM�pitch�� This comb �lter is de�
scribed by H�z� � �

��akz
�k�

� The pitch frequency

is determined by k�� the sharpness of harmonically
spaced peaks by ak� The switch between voiced
and unvoiced regions is carried out in two steps
to achieve smoothed transitions� ak equals 
�� for
the �rst and the last frame of each region and 
���
in all other cases� For a smoothed switching be�
tween the formant �lters� the actual �ltering coef�
�cents are updated every 	 ms by linear interpola�
tion between the two coe�cient sets of neighboring
frames�
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Figure �� Block diagram of the MSMP generator

The output samples of the noise generator in the
upper branch are multiplied with a suitably chosen
gain�term which is obtained from �HMM�energy��
As mentioned before� the value of the gain�terms
depends on the decision of �mc�formant�� because
this mc also represents the hidden part of �HMM�
energy�� Nevertheless we have also to smooth the
switching of the gain�terms� Therefore� we also up�
date the gain�terms every 	 ms by linear inter�



polation between the two gain�terms of neighbor�
ing frames� The resulting random process of the
above multiplication is used as the input of the
lowpass �lter in the upper branch� This lowpass
�lter produces a slowly varying process to shape
the signal envelope of the resulting process� Orig�
inally we needed a lowpass �lter with the cuto�
frequency of fs��	

 �where fs denotes the sam�
pling frequency�� But the design of a numerically
stable lowpass �lter with the above required fre�
quency responce is very di�cult� Furthermore� the
impulse response of such a �lter is very long� This
causes some problems with the synchronization of
both branches� Therefore� the generation of the de�
sired output of this lowpass �lter is carried out in
two steps� At the �rst step� we produce a process
with the sampling frequency of f� � fs�� and �l�
ter this process by a lowpass �lter with the cuto�
frequency of f���

� Thereafter� we convert the
sampling rate to fs� In this way� we reduce the
numerical di�culties of the realization of the orig�
inal �lter� The other blocks in the upper branch
form the process ��t� such that the multiplication
of this process with ��t� yields the desired PDF of
natural speech� It is worth mentioning that spe�
cial care has to be taken of the necessary PDF
asymmetries� because natural wide�band speech
has an asymmetric PDF� Therefore� we cannot ap�
proximate it with a product process in a simple
way� The PDFs of a product process are generally

symmetric� if the participating processes are mu�

tually independent and one of them has a symmet�

ric PDF with zero mean� Thus� we use two di�er�
ent nonlinear mappings in the upper branch und
switch between them� depending on the sign of
the process ��t�� to obtain the desired asymmetric
PDF of the resulting process�

�� MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND

COMPARISONS

The PDF� the long�term spectrum� and the spec�
trum of the signal envelope of natural speech
are compared to corresponding characteristics of
MSMP� All these measurement results have shown
that the characteristics of MSMP agree well with
those of natural speech� Fig� 	 shows that the spec�
trum of MSMP very closely approximates that of
natural speech� The small deviation between the
spectrum of the signal envelope of MSMP and that

of natural speech at frequencies around �� Hz is
caused by switching the gain terms every �
 ms
�Fig� ��� The comparison between the PDFs of
the MSMP and natural speech is exhibited in Fig�
�� Obviously� natural speech has an asymmetric
PDF� which is well re�ected by the PDF of MSMP�
In addition� we compared the synthetic sequence
of pitch frequencies� gain terms� and formant in�
dices� where each index speci�es one formant �l�
ter� with the corresponding sequence of natural
speech by using their PDFs and autocorrelations�
Some results of these measurements are presented
in Fig� ���� The results of these comparisons can
be seen as a measure for the adaptation of the se�
quence behaviours of the MSMP to those of nat�
ural speech� Please note that unvoiced frames are
indicated with the pitch frequency of 
 Hz�
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Figure 	� Spectrum of MSMP and natural
speech
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Figure �� Spectrum of the signal envelope of
MSMP and natural speech
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Figure �� PDF of MSMP and natural speech
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�� CONCLUSION

The generation of a wide�band speech�model sig�
nal is shown to be feasible� MSMP exhibits typ�
ical natural�speech characteristics in good agree�
ment� The above concept is applicable to produce
a test signal which represents an �average�speech
signal�� It eliminates thereby� on the one hand�
the dependences on the speech material in cer�
tain applications� On the other hand� the proce�
dure renders it possible to include required special
features if needed� like male�female�type speech�
weak�strong variation of pitch frequency or even
characteristics of one speci�c language� For such a
purpose� we only have to use varying speech�data
sets for the training of the Markov chains�
Furthermore� this concept allows us to express the
univariate PDF of MSMP in form of a generalized
Meijer�s G�function� Our �nal aim is to introduce
a complete mathematical handling of MSMP� This
will be the subject of our further studies�
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